
All in one Web App for sickness registration and management

Checklists of actions

The Sickness Registration Web App from FourVision offers full sickness registration capabilities. All relevant 
data is caputured and stored in this Web App, creating cases linked to individual employees regardless of 
location and enforcing local jurisdictional reporting requirements. Security permissions are enforced providing 
role-based access to managers and HR practicioners with insights via clear comprehensive sickness reports. 
The Sickness Management Web App is designed for any mobile divice, tablet or computer.

The FourVision Sickness Management Web App provides rich workflow capabilities allowing administrators of 
the application to easily configure workflows and create checklist with actions to be completed. Checklists are 
created and assigned automatically to each Sickness case. This includes the ‘basic’ information as well as the 
upload of medical certificates.

Sickness Registration
FourVision’s Web App for
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent
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Learn more about the 
Sickness Web App and 
request a free demo!

Scan the QR code or visit:
https://www.fourvision.com/fourvision-sickness-web-app-for-
microsoft-dynamics-365-for-talent

Sickness Registration Web App

Workflows

Fully integrated

Key takeaways

Workflows provide a simple method of uploading medical certificates which are linked to designated 
checklists after closing a Sickness case. The Web App supports a wide range of Sickness statistics including 
Sickness registration types and the number of individual cases. Workflows provide doctors with the ability to 
add data leveraging standard Dynamics 365 for Talent security protocols. The Web App also supports multiple 
sickness notifications linked to a single sickness case and records the number of days between each case.

Integration between the FourVision Web Apps such as Timesheets and Leave & Absence saves even more time 
as sickness registrations are automatically recorded in employee timesheets registering sick leave the day(s) in 
the employees absence overview.

FourVision handles the Digital Transformation of your HR processes with the utmost passion, experience and expertise. 
With over a decade of experience and countless successful Microsoft Dynamics 365 HR Implementations, FourVision 
excels at resolving complicated business challenges through the smooth and efficient implementation. FourVision has 
come across organizations who required enhancement in several key areas of their HCM environments. In response, we 
began creating flexible, cloud-based applications to provide enhanced functionalities. The result being a comprehensive 
suite of Web Apps that provide extra functionality and optmizes Microsft Dynamics 365 for Talent for each client.

• Simple sickness registration
• Generated checklists of actions to be completed
• Configurable action to be carried out per type of sickness
• Flexible and easily configurable workflow
• Multi-device access
• Connected to the Common Data Service
• GDPR Compliant
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